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Apisonadora manual alquiler

Color: Approximate 500 mm wide live power tray. 80 to 100kg in weight. A rubber accessory can be placed on the pillow and not break the tiles. 30.58o 24.46o + VAT Gasoline compressor pison. Footprint width about 280mm. Strong trench condensation. 35.45o 28.36o + VAT A rubber accessory can be fitted to cushion and not break
tiles. 35.92o 28.74o + VAT A rubber accessory can be placed to cushion and not break tiles. 46.70o 37.36o + VAT A rubber accessory can be placed to cushion and not break the tiles. 68.24o 54.60o + VAT A rubber accessory can be fitted to cushion and not break tiles. 73.63 s 58.90 + VAT 3.60 s 2.88 s + VAT 109.40 s 87.52 s + VAT
124.80 s 99.8 84o + VAT 222.45o 177.96o + VAT 265.40o 212.32o + VAT With the range of compression machines you have everything you need to achieve a perfect finish. Earth condensation consists of removing gaps for resistance to stability and soil decay and a solid basis for coating the upper layers of asphalt or concrete. In
Rentaire we have several types of condensation machines depending on the usefulness of each of them: spear rollers, tandem or earth, live discs and trampling. COMPACTOR ROLLERS Depending on the ground and surface to be compressed, we will choose a spear, tandem or earth cylinder. Spear cylinders are manual, with a
maximum tread width of 650 mm and 750 kg. They are used for ditching in tight spaces, while parallel cylinders, unlike spear rollers, already have one seat and two types of vibration. It is up to 2,500 kg and for medium surfaces with a maximum tread width of 1200 mm. Finally, earth cylinders have a cabin and are for large surfaces, with a
tread width of up to 2300 mm. In Rentaire we have earth cylinders from 7 to 19 tons. DON'T DISCS Used for condensation of steels and inaccessible areas. The direction of travel can be forward with a single or reversible direction of travel, so that the trench can be compressed with our vibrating discs without turning the machine around.
The vibrating discs have a condensation surface superior to the cylinders as they come into contact with the ground with the entire sole surface. They have a high weight/condensation ratio, for example, the 500 kg vibrating disc has a higher compression capacity than the 2,500 kg cylinder. FLATNES The mats use their engine to get off
the ground and exert a condensation force, offering high performance. They are used in ditches, trench edges, building foundations, etc. Currently, there are battery-built stomps that do not produce any exhaust gases for urban work or internal work. Our stomps provide a low vibration to make it easier for the operator to productivity
growth. If you need condensation machines at a good price, Rentaire is your home. We offer a condensation machine rental service on our website and in all our dealerships: Avila, Segovia, Guadalajara, Las Rozas (Madrid), Pinto (Madrid), San Agustín del Guadallix (Madrid) and Toledo. For more information, our professional team will
advise you and resolve all your doubts about our compression machines. Compression disc 90 kgs. 49 x 45 Cms. 30.00 s/Day + 140 kgs VAT compressor tray. 66 x 50 Cms. 35.00 s/Day + VAT Reversible live tiles 112 Kgs. 58.5 x 40 Cms. 35.00 EUR /Day + VAT Reversible live tiles 150 Kg. 54 x 36 Cms. 38.00 s / Day + VAT ¡
Consultation without obligation! MORE INFORMATION The best prices on the market for renting compressors, snrollers, mills and levelers. Rent a knee compressor or a live frog in Madrid for hours or days. We have the cheapest prices for renting small compression machines type Spear Roller, Roller Compactor, vibrating disc or stalking
frog and machine graders. 49.50 s 21.45 s 36.00 if you want to know how much it costs to rent a stacking roller on the level and flatten the surfaces on the rental table the transparency in prices is our maximum, remember that they can be either a rent for a few hours or days. We have the cheapest prices all over Madrid for rent on
material for flattening, flattening, squeezing or freezing land. Check!. We have the best brands to rent your automatic stacking cylinder, forget manual compressors. We constantly renew the machines to have the latest technology and reliability in our home. Machines (rollers, frogs, step, discs) are checked on a regular basis to ensure
reliability and performance as a first day. We have a shuttle service, in addition, if you need it we offer by renting condensation equipment for emergency transportation in construction or construction. You can use it to get any condensation machine throughout the Madrid community, you can choose; at home or where you need to do the
reform. Urgent Transfer to Vibroapisonador Work is also called rana, jump or step. Four-stroke operation, long life and low oil consumption The long stroke of the pitch, the high percussion regime and the high energy per hit combined with rapid power achieve excellent results. Rent this jumper and manage to condense heavy surfaces
with strong touches. Ca... See more Vibroapisonador also called frog, jumper or step. Four-stroke operation, long life and low oil consumption The long stroke of the pitch, the high percussion regime and the high energy per hit combined rapid supply achieve excellent results. Rent this jumper and get picked up heavy surfaces from strong
vibrations. Features of jumper 2 KW Four times engine: Smart functions make the use of equipment even safer. Quick start behavior thanks to a small power pump in the carburetor. Compact design. Powerful leap for cohesive and difficult terrain. Built-in oil-free protection with automatic stop. Premium air filter for three times longer
replacement intervals. Engine with large stock, operating below its maximum capacity to ensure its life. Decide on the frog you need at any of our machine rental agencies in Gijón, Oviedo, Santander, Leganés (Madrid) or San Fernando de Henares (Madrid). We can also send you the equipment you need at home, and on those machines
marked with the national shipping seal we have shipping all over Spain. Do not hesitate if you are looking for a quality machine rental service for construction, industry, events, gardening or energy among other applications, rent online at GO Rental Store (gorentalstore.com) or contact us. We have the possibility of 24-hour technical
support for the most dedicated and demanding jobs. Whether you are a freelancer, an individual, an SME or a large company, we have the prices and list of machines that suit you best. We're the company you're looking for. Gomez Oviedo, our job is to make yours easier. See less you need to rent a glassworks? We have
vibroapisonadoras (commonly known as stomps or frogs, depending on the geographical area) designed for condensation in small areas granular, mixed, or cohesive soil. They have a high level of productivity thanks to a high tingling frequency and an intense jump height. Among its applications is the condensation of filling around the
foundations, undergraduate under the foundations, preparation of the base for specific tasks,... At Gomez Oviedo we have a large fleet of apartments for rent when you need them. We work with major national and international manufacturers such as Bomag or Wacker Neuson. You can rent a step to any of our locations: in Asturias, where
we have offices in Gijón and Oviedo; in Cantabria, through our office in Santander. south of Madrid and Toledo from our headquarters in Leganes; and Madrid and Guadalajara, from our office in San Fernando de Henaras. We invite you to approach one of our sites or contact us via the phone number or email address you can find in the
Contact Us section. If you prefer, you can also give us your phone number and we will call you for free. Just click the Call You button in the menu at the top, and one of the we will contact you as soon as possible. We'll help you choose your step, whether it's a Wacker Neuson, Bomag or any other brand that best suits your needs. Needs.
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